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Statement by the chairperson of the social, transformation and
remuneration committee
We are committed to promoting sustainable social and economic
transformation through constructive collaboration with our stakeholders.
As chair of Implats’ social,
transformation and remuneration (STR)
committee, it gives me pleasure to
present this year’s Sustainable
Development Report. This is my first full
year on the board of Implats, where it
has been a privilege to serve as the
chairperson of this committee.

Committee responsibility

My primary responsibility is to ensure the
committee delivers on its advisory and
oversight functions relating to Implats’
activities on social and economic
development, remuneration, corporate
citizenship, environmental management
and labour and employment issues. In
this report, we review Implats’ activities
and performance and assess how the
Company is delivering on its mission to
ensure sustainable value creation for all
its stakeholders.
Given the challenging socio-political
environment – characterised by high
levels of joblessness, persistent income
inequality and increasing evidence of
community frustration – it is important
that businesses play an active role in
finding solutions to societal challenges.
We need to work with our partners in
business, the government, labour and
local communities to build an inclusive
economy that provides opportunities for
social mobility, facilitated by equitable
access to jobs, education and health.
We equally do not take lightly the duty of
care we owe to protecting the natural
environment in which we operate. We
strive to mitigate our environmental
impacts by retaining fauna and flora,
rehabilitating land disturbed by our
operations, and ensuring responsible
waste management and prudent use of
water and energy. Ensuring the social,
economic and environmental viability of
our host communities and the broader
economy is critical to safeguard the
continuing viability of our business.

Mpho Nkeli
Chairperson, social, transformation and remuneration committee
BSc Environmental Science (NUL), MAP (Wits), MBA (GIBS)

Amid growing pressure on companies
to demonstrate greater social return, the
South African platinum sector continues
to face tough operating conditions
typified by low commodity prices,
increasing costs associated with
deep-level mining, the depreciation of
the rand on the one hand and a demand
for higher wages on the other. In
protecting our social licence to trade,
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Implats needs to ensure responsible
behaviour within the organisation and
towards all its stakeholders.

Caring for our employees

One of the areas where the Group has
made a particularly impressive
contribution is in providing quality
housing and improved living conditions
for employees and their families. Over
the past eight years the Group has
invested more than US$100 million to
provide more than 1 400 company
houses for our employees in Zimbabwe.
In South Africa it is heartening to see
how far the mining sector as a whole
has progressed in this area. The Group
has invested more than R3.7 billion in
accommodation surrounding its South
African operations, providing almost
3 000 housing units, converting mining
hostels into 5 243 single units and
308 family units and securing substantial
land for future housing development.
By providing the opportunity for home
ownership to mining employees, which
in turn opens access to local schools
and health services for community
members and their families, the Group is
making a real difference in offering a
source of dignity with economic
opportunity and helping to address
some painful legacies.
Employee health and safety is a top
priority. The Group’s commitment to
ensuring a safe and healthy working
environment has been evidenced by the
visible leadership demonstrated by the
Group chief executive officer and the
executive team and by the investments
made in equipment and infrastructure
aimed at providing a safe physical
environment across all Group operations.
While this has resulted in the notable
safety milestones achieved at most
operations, these were overshadowed
this year by the 11 tragic fatalities at
three operations. Our thoughts are with
the families, friends and colleagues of
each of the deceased.
It was troubling to learn that the root
cause of each of these incidents was
non-compliance to standards and safe
production rules, in some cases at a
supervisory level. The Group is taking
appropriate disciplinary action and is
implementing remedial actions to prevent
repeat incidents. The strong safety
performance demonstrated by most of
the Group’s operations this year shows
what can be achieved in the quest for
zero harm.
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Community development

As a new board member, I have been
heartened by what I have seen on the
ground and what I have heard from
stakeholders regarding Implats’
approach to engaging with and
supporting the socio-economic
development of neighbouring
communities.
Complementing our emphasis on
accommodation and living conditions,
the communities in which we operate
continue to benefit significantly from the
implementation of our operations’ social
and labour plans, which seek to address
identified community needs by focusing
on infrastructure, access to clean water,
health, education and employment.
Outlined in more detail in this report are
the numerous initiatives Implats is taking
to stimulate economic opportunities in its
neighbouring communities and to ensure
responsible management of scarce
shared local resources, such as water
and energy. The Group’s initiatives
relating to skills development, local
procurement, supplier and enterprise
development and its investments in
community infrastructure in health and
education, are having a measurable
impact on individuals and communities
in South Africa and Zimbabwe.
However, it is clear that we continue to
face challenges in these communities.
Increasingly, there is a fine line between
the services local authorities should be
providing and those that communities
are now expecting from companies such
as Implats. With these shifting
expectations and the blurring of the
expected roles of companies and local
authorities, businesses may come under
added pressure. Managing these
expectations requires us to strike a
difficult balance between respecting and
upholding the roles and responsibilities
of local government, while seeking to
allay the growing frustrations of
increasingly vocal local communities.

Stakeholder collaboration

While companies mining the country’s
resources have a particular duty of care
to their communities and to the
environment, it is important to recognise
and acknowledge joint responsibility –
shared between the government,
business and each of us as individuals
– in finding solutions to our collective
challenges. This has worked well where

Implats has partnered with passionate
entrepreneurs across communities who
have seized opportunities presented to
them.
A key imperative facing all South African
companies is the need to recognise and
address the unique challenges South
Africa faces due to its difficult history.
Driving socio-economic transformation
within the Implats work environment and
across its value chain remains a priority
and informs much of the Group’s
engagement with the government,
communities and other stakeholders.
Implats goes beyond compliance in this
area and is committed to engaging
actively with the government and
regulators to develop frameworks to
drive the transformation agenda. I have
been encouraged to see the leadership
role Implats has played in industry
discussions on transformation and how
the Group has sought to strengthen its
relationships with the government
through frank and meaningful
engagement, particularly in difficult areas
where there may be diverging views on
solutions.

Appreciation

I express my thanks to management and
my colleagues on the STR committee for
their advice throughout the year, which
has proved invaluable in ensuring the
committee delivers on its oversight and
advisory duties. I have witnessed
management living and driving the
values of “Respect, Care and Deliver”, to
ensure that Implats develops as a fair,
ethical and sustainable organisation.
As an Implats stakeholder, I encourage
you to share your views on Implats’
activities related to delivering on its
strategic commitment to minimise
negative social and environmental
impacts and to promote meaningful
social and economic transformation.
Implats is committed to building on its
current positive contribution to the
communities and people with which it
engages and I encourage you to engage
with us to ensure mining leaves a lasting
positive legacy in the region.

Mpho Nkeli
Chairperson, social, transformation and
remuneration committee
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Who we are – what we do
Impala Platinum Holdings (Implats), one of the world’s foremost
producers of platinum and associated platinum group metals
(PGMs), is listed on the JSE Limited (JSE) in South Africa and
sponsored a level 1 American Depositary Receipt programme in
the United States of America. Its head office is in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
South Africa
Marula

Impala

Two Rivers

Attributable Mineral Resources
of 194Moz Pt (%)

77 700 ounces

626 900 ounces

185 900 ounces

as at 30 June 2016

of platinum in concentrate
Contribution to Group Pt production

5.4%

> 30 years
Average current depth 320m
Life of mine

SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
● 0 fatality
● FIFR 0
● 47% decrease in LTIFR
● 19% decrease in TIFR
● 52% increase in VCT interventions
● 12% increase in ART uptake
● R3 million spent on socio-economic
development*

of refined platinum

Contribution to Group Pt production

44%

> 30 years
Average current depth 850m
Life of mine

SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
● 9 fatalities
● FIFR 0.102
● 33% increase in LTIFR
● TIFR 27% increase
● 10% decrease in VCT interventions
● 9% increase in ART uptake
● R94 million spent on socio-economic
development*

of platinum in concentrate

Contribution to Group Pt production

12.9%

> 30 years
Average current depth 350m

5

6

6
2
49

Life of mine

SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
● 0 fatalities
● FIFR 0.000
● 5.5% decrease in LTIFR

28
4
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Zimplats
Marula
Impala
Mimosa
Afplats
Inkosi and Imbasa
Two Rivers

* The R7 million balance in socio-economic development expenditure for South Africa is attributable to Afplats.

Zimbabwe
Zimplats

Mimosa

289 800 ounces

119 700 ounces

Contribution to Group Pt production

Third-party contribution to Group Pt production

of platinum in matte

20%

Life of mine

> 30 years
150m

of platinum in concentrate

8.2%

Life of mine

>15 years
200m

Average current depth

Average current depth

SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
● 0 fatalities
● FIFR 0.000
● 34% decrease in LTIFR
● 24% decrease in TIFR
● 31% decrease in VCT
● 9% increase in ART
● 14% increase in SO
2
● US$6.1 million spent on socio-economic
development

SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
● 2 fatalities
● FIFR 0.246
● 327% increase in LTIFR
● 405% increase in TIFR
● 16% decrease in VCT
● 5% increase in ART
● US$2.8 million spent on socio-economic
development

We produce around 25% of the world’s supply of platinum
with a workforce of approximately 51 400, including
13 200 contractors, none of which are legally recognised as
self-employed. The organisation does not have seasonal
employees. A detailed breakdown of our workforce can be
found on page 114 of this report. In the financial year ended
30 June 2016, the Group produced 2.90 million ounces
of PGMs (2015: 2.61 million ounces), which included
1.438 million ounces of platinum (2015: 1.276 million ounces).
Our markets are in South Africa, Japan, China, the US and
Europe.
PGMs are primarily platinum and the associated by-products –
palladium, rhodium, ruthenium and iridium – which usually occur
in association with nickel and copper. While PGMs are a
relatively rare commodity (only about 500 tonnes are produced
annually, of which less than 200 tonnes are platinum), they are
playing a progressively important role in everyday life, in goods
we use daily, in the processes required to produce these goods
and in auto-catalytic converters for emission control.
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Limpopo
Marula
Impala
Rustenburg
North West

Two Rivers
Impala Refineries

KwaZulu-Natal

Northern Cape

Eastern Cape
Western Cape

Mashonaland Central
Mashonaland West

Zimplats

Mashonaland
East

Midlands
Manicaland

Mimosa

Matabeleland
South

South Africa

Mpumalanga

Free State

Matabeleland North

Zimbabwe

Masvingo

Implats is structured around
six main operations: Impala
Rustenburg, Zimplats,
Marula, Mimosa, Two Rivers
and Impala Refineries – with
a total of 24 underground
operations. Operations are
located on the Bushveld
Complex in South Africa and
the Great Dyke in Zimbabwe,
two of the most significant
PGM-bearing ore bodies in
the world. The structure of
our operating framework
allows for each of our
operations to establish and
maintain close relationships
with their stakeholders while
operating within a Groupwide approach to managing
the economic, social
and environmental aspects
of sustainability.
As at 30 June 2016 our
major shareholders were
Coronation Fund Managers
(15.07%), the Public
Investment Corporation (PIC)
(11.02%), Investec Asset
Management (10.01%), Allan
Gray (7.94%) and Royal
Bafokeng Nation (RBN) at
6.29% with the balance of
the shares held by various
public and non-public
shareholders. (Refer to the
annual financial statements.)

Matabelel
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I NPUTS

OUR CAPITALS

How we create value

Our
business
model
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Human

Financial

Manufactured

Social and
relationship

Intellectual

- Our workforce
- Skills and training
- Social, ethics,
transformation and
remuneration practices

Improve efficiencies
through operational
excellence and safe
production
(Various business plans on a page)

Investment through
the cycle

- Operating cashflow
- Equity funding
- Debt funding

Impala

- Mining rights, reserves
infrastructure and
resources
- Plant, property and
equipment
- Utilities

MINES

CONCENTRATORS

- Ethics and human rights
- Employee relations
- Organised labour
- Community relations
- Social licence to operate

SMELTERS

- Knowledge and procedures
- Risk and accounting
systems
- R&D and IP
- Geological models
- People, HR, governance
and safety systems

BASE METALS REFINERY

PLATINUM METALS REFINERY

SOCIAL LICENCE

Natural

- Natural resources (land,
air, water and biodiversity)
- Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves

Maintain our social
licence to operate
(MPRDA compliant)
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Depressed PGM
basket prices
Cash
conservation
(ongoing cost reduction opportunities
and capital cost controls)

Non-delivery of production
and productivity targets
at Impala Rustenburg
Weak balance sheet and
cash flows (liquidity)

World-class refining
assets and capability

Ability to grow and
maintain

IRS

Group mines

Excessive taxation and
levies at Zimbabwean
operations
Revenue impact of
Section 54s

ZIMPLATS

A deterioration in safety
performance
MARULA

Group and
third-party
refining through
use of Impala’s
spare capacity

Unavailability of secure
and reliable power in
South Africa and
Zimbabwe
Employee relations
climate

MIMOSA

Maintaining a social
licence to operate
TWO RIVERS

O UTP U T S

Investment through
the cycle
(Impala 16 and 20 Shaft complexes)

Platinum
Palladium
Rhodium
Ruthenium
Iridium
Gold and silver
Nickel powder or briquettes
Cobalt powder
Copper cathodes

Maintain optionality and
position for the future
(Impala 17 Shaft complex; Afplats Shaft complex and Zimplats new portals)

Chrome ore
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Summary of the influences to the Group strategy
STRATEGY

SUPPORTED BY

Maintaining
operational
excellence
and safe
production

Conserving
cash, especially
while metal
prices remain
depressed

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
SOCIAL LICENCE

Maintaining
our social
licence to
operate

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Safety strategy
Cultural values founded on Respect and Care
Health strategy
People strategy
Operational delivery and performance management

Effective planning and mineral resource management
Rationalisation and prioritisation of capital allocation across the Group
Intensive cost and productivity focus

Meaningful and sustainable social investment in our communities
Delivering on Social and Labour Plan (SLP) commitments
Adhering to commitments in the President’s Framework Agreement
Aligning and positioning the organisation in terms of the National
Development Plan
Respecting human rights and interest of all stakeholders
Abiding by the laws of the countries in which we operate
Adherence to all relevant environmental legislation
Preservation of natural water resources and water quality
Optimisation of energy efficiencies and reduction of carbon

●● Cost optimisation at all operations
●● Investment in new technology: modernise to improve safety and
Maintaining
prudent
production
1. investment through the
cycle
●● Development
investment
of alternative energy sources linked to our metals
●● Optimising of mining efficiencies through productivity programmes
through
●● Ramping up of new shafts; optimisation of mid-life shafts; closure of old,
the cycle
unprofitable shafts

2. consistently deliver production
●● Repositioning and modernising Impala Rustenburg into a smaller, more
targets
Maintaining
concentrated mining operation with access to new, modern shaft
strategic
complexes, with new Merensky ore reserves producing at much higher
optionality
mining efficiency and lower unit cost
●● Targeted interventions to improve mining efficiencies and reduced
and positioning
the Group
embedded fixed costs
●● Deferring capital intensive projects to conserve cash and protect the
for the future
balance sheet
3. improve efficiencies through
operational excellence

4. Cash conservation

SOCIAL LICENCE

5. Maintain our social licence to
operate

OUR APPROACH TO
CREATING VALUE
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CEO’s statement
The difficult operating environment
underlines the strategic significance of
societal issues on our business and
highlights the importance of maintaining a
strong focus on our sustainability.

I am pleased to present Implats’ 2016
Sustainable Development Report. This
report provides a comprehensive review
of the Group’s strategy and performance
relating to our most material social,
economic and environmental impacts.
It outlines the key activities we are
undertaking to address some of the
societal challenges facing the regional
mining sector and the broader economy.
In the context of greater volatility in
global and regional markets and
communities, the responsibility of
business to pursue socially-inclusive
business models and to mitigate
negative societal impacts has become
increasingly apparent. To this end,
I encourage all our stakeholders to read
this report and to give honest feedback
on our performance and our disclosure.
This has been another difficult year in
which we have been faced with a
subdued global PGM market, a
continuing rise in unit costs and a
challenging socio-political operating
context with increased stakeholder
expectations across a range of fronts.
The difficult operating environment
underlines the strategic significance of
societal issues on our business and
highlights the importance of maintaining
a strong focus on our sustainability.
Doing so is integral to realising our vision
of being the world’s best platinumproducing company that delivers
superior returns to stakeholders. I will
briefly review our performance over the
past year on each of our material
sustainability focus areas and reflect on
how we are delivering on our
commitment to the safe and responsible
production of PGMs and to making a
meaningful contribution to our
communities.

Safe and effective people who
respect and care

Terence Goodlace
Chief executive officer – NHD in metalliferous mining, BCom, MBA

Employee and contractor safety
It is with deep sadness that I report the
loss of life of 11 employees this year as a
result of seven incidents at three of our
operations. This is a tragic loss for all of
us and my heartfelt condolences are
extended to the families and friends of
Erick Mukazi, Oraile John Sethibang,
Jerome Nkosiphendule Zweni, Charles
Teketai, Vuyani Jackson Kajani, Stephen

OUR APPROACH TO
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Johnny Kgari, Mosala George Moloele,
Tshotlego Rantisiripana Moyo, Mosielele
Johannes Sesimane, Ohemile Moses
Maamogwa and Tanki Samuel Lepitikoe.
It is unacceptable that we are still having
fatalities at Implats despite the significant
expenditure and effort we have put into
safety initiatives, technology and training
over the past years and the exemplary
safety performance at most of our
operations. The fatal incidents – which
occurred at Impala Rustenburg 1 Shaft
and 14 Shaft, and Mimosa – have shown
a collective failure to care for ourselves
and for our fellow workers. These
incidents cause significant harm to
individuals and families and to the
continuing viability of our business, with
negative consequences for all those that
depend on us.
Seven of these fatalities occurred in two
tragic incidents: a fire in January 2016 at
Impala Rustenburg 14 Shaft and a fall of
ground incident in May 2016 at Impala
Rustenburg 1 Shaft. My personal
gratitude and appreciation is extended to
the neighbouring mining community, the
relevant government departments and
the leadership of the respective unions
for their support during these incidents.
I am also grateful for the many at Impala
Rustenburg who worked tirelessly
through these difficult times.
It is disappointing to see how these
incidents have impacted the Group’s
lagging performance indicators. This
year, the fatal incident frequency rate
was 0.091 per million man-hours
worked, up from 0.058 in 2015. The
total injury frequency rate – a measure of
all recorded injuries, including fatalities,
lost-time injuries, and medical treatment
cases (including first aid cases) –
increased to 12.31, up from 9.78.
While acknowledging this disappointing
safety performance, it is important to
recognise the safety achievements and
milestones achieved across most of our
other operations. During the course
of the year, for example, Zimplats
celebrated five million fatality-free shifts,
Two Rivers achieved three million
fatality-free shifts, Rustenburg’s 20 Shaft
and 11C Shaft each achieved two million
fatality-free shifts, while six other shafts
achieved one million fatality-free shifts.
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Our refineries won the chemical
industry’s Responsible Care award,
recognising our leading performance on
a range of indicators relating to safety,
health and the environment.
Our analysis of fatal and lost-time injuries
demonstrates that human failure remains
a contributing factor. To address this, our
priority remains on driving the person
and behavioural pillars of our safety
strategy, with the aim of creating the
right safety culture to achieve and
maintain zero harm. We will continue to
drive a shift from the prevailing
“dependent” safety culture towards an
“interdependent” safety culture through
effective safety leadership and
engagement with employees. We remain
resolute to see a further step change in
our safety performance and ultimately
achieve our goal of zero fatalities.
Health and well-being
We have made further progress in
managing the principal health risks
facing our employees, namely:
pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), the
associated human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) co-infection and the
occupational health risk of noise induced
hearing loss (NIHL). We have also
continued to place a strong emphasis on
managing chronic medical conditions
such as hypertension and diabetes.
This year, 61 cases of NIHL were
diagnosed and submitted for
assessment for compensation,
compared to 49 in 2015. All patients
diagnosed with early signs of NIHL on
screening audiograms have been
counselled and are being monitored.
Another potential occupational illness in
the mining sector is silicosis. Fortunately
the risk of contracting silicosis on our
operations is extremely low due to the
low levels of alpha quartz in the rock
mined at our operations. During the
year under review, we diagnosed
11 employees and four contractors at
our Rustenburg operations, all of whom
endured high risk gold mining exposure
prior to working at our mines. No
previously unknown occupational
illnesses were detected over the year.
In November 2014, at the tripartite Mine
Health and Safety Council, we agreed a

set of sector-wide health and safety
milestones. We are already meeting
the sector-wide health milestone of
reducing the TB incidence rate on
mines to below the national TB incident
rate by December 2024 – our incidence
rate of 447 per 100 000 employees
is well below the national rate of
840/100 000. This year we recorded
171 new cases of TB across our
operations, representing a 46%
decrease on the 304 cases the previous
year. Although we have increased the
speed and accuracy of diagnosing
TB resistance through PCR laboratory
testing, the growth in multiple drugresistant TB is a concern. Our HIV
prevalence rate is estimated at 23%
based on available data for the Impala
Rustenburg operation. This year, a total
of 6 891 employees participated in
Company-funded and managed
HIV‑wellness programmes, of whom
4 843 received antiretroviral therapy.
We are committed to delivering on the
tripartite targets through our continuing
focus on embedding an effective culture
in the organisation, supported by our
investment in the physical environment.
Investing in employee relations
The importance of maintaining
constructive management/employee
relations received prominence given the
events in the South African platinum
sector over the past few years. We have
placed a strong focus on fostering a
new, dynamic and sustainable
partnership with our employees and their
representative bodies, with the goal
of becoming the best employer in
the sector.
In addition to our engagements with
union representatives through employee
representative structures, we have taken
measures to improve the communication
directly between management
representatives and employees at all
levels. We have had good results in
implementing a structured, two-way
communication model that cascades
information from weekly executive
management meetings all the way
through to half-level shaft-based
meetings, with weekly feedback to the
executive. This is complemented by
periodic employee surveys and
engagements through videos, briefings,
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CEO’s statement
general manager feedback and daily,
weekly and monthly meetings at shaft
level. We have also been implementing a
robust training process to enhance the
knowledge, skills and attributes of
managers, employees and their
representatives.
As an integral part of the voluntary
separation and retrenchment process at
our Rustenburg operation, we have
offered all affected employees the
opportunity to receive training in a
portable skill aimed at equipping them
for work opportunities in different
sectors, or to become self-employed
entrepreneurs. It has been pleasing to
see the uptake by our employees and
the undoubted longer-term value that
this training has provided.
Promoting diversity and
transformation
Our focus on promoting employee
diversity and socio-economic
transformation is driven by an
appreciation that a more diverse
organisation is more competitive. We
have made further progress in promoting
equitable representation, particularly at
board and senior management level,
where we remain well positioned relative
to our competitors.

participation of women in our mining
training programmes: this year, 33% of
mining graduates were women. At
Zimplats, women accounted for 33% of
all surface engagements, far surpassing
our target of 10%. The number of
women in mining is improving year on
year, with females currently constituting
7% of the total Zimplats workforce.
In Zimbabwe, despite meeting the
recently announced Presidential
guidelines which stipulate that mining
companies will be deemed indigenised if
local spend is at least 75% of annual
revenue, we have continued
engagements with the government on
indigenisation. Discussions include the
implementation plan for an employee
share ownership scheme and a
community share ownership scheme.
We will continue to engage with the
minister for youth development,
indigenisation and economic
empowerment to achieve mutually
acceptable solutions.

At our South African operations, at
year end we had achieved and in most
cases exceeded all Mining Charter
targets for levels of historically
disadvantaged South Africans (HDSA) in
management. Our efforts in driving
transformation have been recognised
externally – Implats came second out of
131 companies in the Department of
Labour’s inaugural EE Awards launched
by the Commission for Employment
Equity (CEE). Awarded in October 2015,
the judging process included site visits
by a panel of experts from the
Department of Labour.

Social capital and licence to operate
A key challenge facing the South African
mining sector is the increasing protest
action within many of our neighbouring
communities. With the slow pace of
service delivery, reduced employment
opportunities and a rising cost of living,
mining companies face a crisis of
expectations in terms of jobs,
infrastructure, service delivery and
procurement opportunities – at a time
when the sector has been hit by flat
commodity prices and increasing
production costs. The resultant
community activism in our communities,
particularly among the unemployed
youth, is compounded by a failure of
many of the traditional engagement
structures, heightening the pressure on
mining companies to ensure effective
communication channels with our
communities.

We have continued to encourage female
representation at all levels. At our South
African operations, by financial year end,
we had 137 women in management,
representing almost 20% of total
management, while overall women
representation in the workforce remains
at 11%. It is encouraging to see the

In seeking to build and maintain our
social licence to operate, we have
focused on driving legislated
transformation requirements, investing in
targeted community interventions and
engaging proactively with community
representatives and government officials
at all levels.

This year, our South African operations
invested R105 million in socio-economic
development projects, focusing primarily
on infrastructure, health, education and
community empowerment initiatives,
with an additional R236 million spent on
improving accommodation and living
conditions of our employees. Our social
programmes are identified in
collaboration with community
representatives, the local municipality
and traditional authorities and are
integrated within the social and labour
plans (SLPs) for each of our operations.
Our Zimbabwe operations spent
US$4.7 million on socio-economic
development projects with an additional
US$1.1 million on employee housing.
Our investment in accommodation and
living conditions of employees is perhaps
the most significant contribution to the
well-being of our communities and
employees and an area where we are
recognised as leaders across the sector.
Since 2008, we have invested
R3.7 billion on improving housing and
living conditions in our South African
operations and we have committed a
further R1 billion, with the goal of having
at least 50% of our workforce at the
mines residing in formal housing with
their family by 2020. Following the
successful completion last year of phase
one of the Platinum Village housing
development, with 503 standalone
houses sold and occupied and
54 walk‑up apartments for rental, we
commenced phase two in October
2015. By year end, 80 houses had been
completed, 67 of which were fully
allocated, and we are on track to
complete the second phase by the
end of 2017. We have recently initiated
the second phase of our hostel
conversion programme, providing
44 new family units from newly
converted single occupancy residences.
We have taken further measures to
tackle the deeply troubling problem
of employee indebtedness and
the unscrupulous activities of loan
sharks. Last year we approached
the courts to protect the rights of
employees, as a result of which more
than 370 emolument orders were found
to be illegal, with almost R3 million of
illegal debts being written off. The rule
relating to automatic salary deductions
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has been changed and we have
provided employees with debt
counselling, financial literacy training
and opportunities for financial security
through our contributions to retirement
funds, and by providing employees
with the opportunity to invest in their
own homes.
Our social investment programme and
our investment in housing and living
conditions is supported by our
preferential procurement practices and
enterprise and supplier development
activities. This year, in South Africa we
spent R2.5 billion on procurement from
local tiered suppliers, constituting 31%
of the total procurement spend. In
Zimbabwe, local suppliers accounted for
75% of Zimplats’ annual expenditure on
goods and services, while Mimosa’s
indigenous procurement was 40% of
total discretionary expenditure.
Conserving natural resources and
minimising our impact
Mining companies have unavoidable
environmental impacts. It is critical
that we demonstrate responsible
stewardship of the resources we
share with neighbouring communities.
Through our policy commitments,
we strive to integrate environmental
management into all aspects of
the business, mitigating the direct
environmental impacts of our operations
and investing in local community
environmental projects.
Our principal environmental risks relate
to pollution of soil, surface water, ground
water and air quality, with the associated
impacts on health and safety. This year
we rolled out our five-tier incident
classification matrix, enabling
standardised classification and reporting
of environmental incidents across the
Group. Historical incidents have been
reclassified according to the new format.
Systems are in place to investigate and
determine the causes of high-severity
incidents and to address and close out
all such incidents. During 2016, there
were no “major” (Level 5) or “significant”
(Level 4) environmental incidents.
However, we recorded 51 “limited
impact” (Level 3) incidents, none of
which resulted in any lasting harm to the
environment and related predominantly
to effluent and contaminated water
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management, water wastage,
hydrocarbon management and
emissions to the atmosphere from the
Rustenburg smelter. There were no
non-compliance notices, fines or
penalties issued to any of our operations
during the review period.
The strategic importance of water was
highlighted during the reporting period,
with rainfall in the Southern African
region continuing to be below usual
levels. While we saw an increase in total
water consumption over the year, we
maintained our unit consumption rate of
water at 2.5 kilolitres per tonne of ore
milled, a positive indication that we are
improving our water management
practices. Following the BHP Billiton/Vale
Samarco collapsed tailings dam disaster
in November 2015, we conducted a
review of critical control measures used
to safely operate and manage the tailings
facilities at our operations in Rustenburg,
Marula and Zimbabwe. Management will
continue to explore opportunities to
improve current controls.
Given the challenges of energy security,
rising energy prices and climate change
policy instruments such as the proposed
carbon tax, we have maintained a strong
emphasis on energy-efficiency projects
and we have invested over R100 million
on energy conservation programmes. In
South Africa we are working closely with
Eskom and continue to participate in
various demand-side management
(DSM) programmes. In March, we
successfully launched our prototype
hydrogen fuel-cell powered forklift and
hydrogen refuelling station at our Springs
refinery. Developed in collaboration with
the University of the Western Cape, the
Department of Science and Technology
and Hydrogen South Africa Systems,
this initiative forms part of a larger fuel
cell strategy that aims to take the
refineries off grid, switch all diesel forklifts
and load haul dumpers to fuel-cell units
and establish a fuel-cell manufacturing
hub in Springs. The development and
implementation of this technology
provides an important opportunity for
South Africa to play a role in reducing
global greenhouse gas emissions and
has potential to stimulate local job
creation, skills development and the
longer-term platinum market.

Conclusion

The challenges that the Group, the
mining sector and the region have faced
over this past year have reaffirmed my
belief that socially responsible behaviour
and the pursuit of sustainable
development are competitive imperatives
for companies and should be recognised
as fundamental elements of a company’s
fiduciary responsibility.
We have continued to work with the
Chamber of Mines, industry bodies,
relevant government departments,
political leaders, labour representatives
and community organisations to find
solutions to some of the collective
societal challenges we face. An
important objective has been to ensure
full strategic alignment with the relevant
national imperatives outlined in the
President’s Framework Agreement for a
Sustainable Mining Industry, Operation
Phakisa, the Mining Charter review
process, and the Leaders’ Declaration
on the Mining Industry Commitment to
Save Jobs. I believe that this review
demonstrates valuable progress in
meeting both the letter and the spirit of
these initiatives and shows our
commitment to contributing to the
growth and stability of the industry and
the countries in which we operate.
I am stepping down as CEO in
December 2016, ending more than six
years with the Company. Leading
Implats has been an incredible privilege,
yet also an extremely challenging job,
particularly given the difficult economic,
political and socio-economic
environments during my tenure. I wish to
thank all my colleagues for their loyalty
and smart hard work and I look forward
to watching Implats grow as it takes
advantage of the sustainable
development building blocks that have
been put in place over a number of
years. The long-term prospects for the
PGM industry remain robust and Implats
will continue to play its role of sharing
value with society.

Terence Goodlace
Chief executive officer
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The challenging business context
In the context of subdued global PGM prices, platinum miners are
facing heightened stakeholder expectations on a range of fronts.
An effective response is critical to ensuring our sustainability.
Globally, the mining and minerals sector
has faced a challenging few years
characterised by socio-political
uncertainty, sluggish GDP growth rates
across developed and emerging markets
– with the exception of China, resulting in
depressed commodity prices, high levels
of exchange rate volatility and rising
production costs. The reduction in
economic activity, rising geopolitical
tensions and economic uncertainty in
many regions, compounded by the
recent Brexit vote in the UK, has
heightened pressure on governments
across the world. There has been
increased pressure in particular on
resource-dependent middle-income
countries, many of which are seeking to
extract greater value from resource
companies in an effort to deliver on the
social expectations of an increasingly
frustrated electorate.
These pressures on the global mining
sector with impaired profitability and
strained balance sheets have been
accompanied by market challenges
specific to the platinum industry, as well
as by the difficult operating conditions in
South Africa and Zimbabwe. In the
context of subdued global PGM prices,
platinum miners are facing heightened
stakeholder expectations on a range of
fronts: neighbouring communities are
making increasingly vocal demands for
economic opportunities and improved
local service delivery; governments
continue to push for rapid
transformation, indigenisation and
employment creation; labour unions
exert pressure for higher wages and
jostle for power; while a cautious
investment community maintains its call
for enhanced cost efficiencies and
capital management to ensure survival
through the low price environment.
Regulatory uncertainty continues in

South Africa and Zimbabwe and the
region faces ongoing challenges in
electricity supply, pressure on water
availability following the El Niño drought,
rising input costs, depreciating local
currencies and a challenging labour
relations environment.
These conditions have important
implications for our socio-political licence
to operate, placing pressure on the
Group to balance short-term stakeholder
expectations with current financial
constraints and longer-term societal
value propositions. In South Africa, the
importance of being responsive to
societal challenges took on added
significance in the run up to municipal
elections and the context of the 2016
wage negotiations, the first in three
years.

Global PGM markets remain
flat
PGM prices remained subdued over the
year, on the back of negative sentiment
towards industrial commodities. At
financial year end, platinum was US$999
per ounce, down from US$1 085 at the
start of July 2015, while the other PGMs,
specifically palladium and rhodium
trended downwards over the year.
January was especially tough for the
PGM complex, with platinum, palladium
and rhodium prices all bottoming out at
the beginning of the calendar year.
Platinum gains since January have been
driven largely by trading in line with gold,
the weak dollar and some sponge
tightness rather than by any
fundamentals.
The automotive sector remains a key
driver for platinum demand, accounting
for almost 40% of total demand since
2010, primarily for use in emissions
control catalysts. Demand growth in the

sector remains largely dependent on the
health of the diesel sector and has been
boosted by tightening emissions
regulations. Concerns over the
sustainability of diesel demand in
Western Europe have proven to be
largely unfounded and sales remain
robust. Diesel is a key part of automakers’
strategy in meeting stringent carbon
dioxide emissions targets. Issues around
the “cheat devices” have served to
tighten emissions test protocols,
potentially boosting PGM demand in this
application.
During the first half of the 2016 calendar
year we saw a 1.4% growth in new sales
in the US auto industry, driven by low
gasoline prices, widespread credit
availability and an increase in leasing and
employment gains. The sales in Western
Europe and China were similarly
encouraging at growth rates of 8.4% and
9.2% respectively. However, growing
concerns about financial volatility in
these markets may result in the second
half being flatter, with estimated global
light-duty vehicle sales reaching 90 million
units in 2016 (88 million in 2015).
Platinum growth in the jewellery sector
will be slower in China compared to
recent years, partially offset by more
rapid growth in the much smaller Indian
market. Industrial demand for platinum
has grown gradually in the last five years
and is expected to climb in line with
global GDP in the medium term.
The global macro-economic picture
remains uncertain over the short term,
with the IMF projecting a modest 3.1%
growth in global GDP for 2016. While
this is expected to strengthen from
2017, the IMF has stressed that
uncertainty has increased and that risks
of weaker growth scenarios are
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becoming more tangible. US economic
growth is projected at 2.5% for 2017,
with slower growth levels anticipated for
the Eurozone and Japan (at 1.4% and
0.1% respectively). China’s growth
appears to be strengthening over the
short term. This is on the back of
policymakers' determination to regulate
the pace of slowdown after 25 years of
fast expansion.
Given the anticipated levels of global
economic growth we expect platinum
demand to rise marginally (2% to 3%)
over the next five years, driven primarily
by tightening emissions regulations. On
the supply side, global platinum supply
will remain essentially flat over the next
five years due to constrained capital
investment in growth and replacement
projects, tough operating conditions in
South Africa and Zimbabwe, low
prevailing metal prices and the impact of
sustained price weakness over the past
six years. The platinum market is
expected to remain in a significant deficit
over the short to medium term.

Changing community and
political expectations
The challenging PGM market has been
accompanied by growing frustration and
activism across many mining
communities. Persistent levels of
socio-economic inequality and growing
unemployment, the slow pace of service
delivery by many municipalities and the
in-migration of job seekers to mining
towns, has contributed towards
increased competition for limited
resources and has fuelled calls by some
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for mining companies to intervene where
government has failed to deliver on
expectations.
This growing “crisis of expectation” has
seen mining companies caught in the
crossfire between frustrated
communities, local government
representatives and traditional leaders
whose authority is increasingly being
challenged, especially by the youth.
There are increasing expectations on
mining companies to deliver economic
benefits in the form of employment and
procurement opportunities, skills and
enterprise development, education and
health services and local infrastructure.
Mining companies are facing significant
risks in terms of ensuring business
continuity. Finding meaningful
opportunities to deliver societal value,
without undermining the roles and
responsibilities of local government, is
becoming a critical business imperative.
Following the labour disruption across
the South African platinum sector in
2012 to 2013, business, government
and labour have engaged on various
fronts with the aim of ensuring the
sustainability of the mining sector and its
continued contribution to the country’s
economic growth and development, as
outlined in the National Development
Plan (NDP). Key initiatives include the
President’s Framework Agreement for a
Sustainable Mining Industry, Operation
Phakisa, the Mining Charter review
process, and the Leaders’ Declaration
on the Mining Industry Commitment to
Save Jobs and Ameliorate the Impact of

Job Losses. While each of these
initiatives includes important joint
commitments aimed at addressing some
of the underlying challenges facing the
sector and its communities, delivering on
these commitments has been
constrained by underlying tensions and
mistrust among key representatives from
business, government and labour.

Seeking collaborative
solutions to the challenging
operating environment
The challenging societal context in South
Africa and Zimbabwe highlights the
importance for the mining sector to
partner with government, labour and civil
society in ensuring that mineral wealth is
generated and shared more responsibly
and sustainably. Recognising the need to
find collaborative solutions, Implats
continues to work actively with the
Chamber of Mines, industry bodies,
relevant government departments,
labour representatives, political
representatives and community
organisations to find solutions to the
collective challenges. We have sought to
ensure strategic alignment with the
relevant national imperatives outlined, for
example, in the NDP and the framework
agreement for peace and stability in the
mining industry.
We believe that through effective
dialogue, collaborative partnerships and
agreement on a conducive policy
environment, the platinum sector will
make a significant positive contribution
to the sustainable economic growth and
development of the region.
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Stakeholder review and mapping
Each stakeholder is allocated an executive or champion
responsible for managing the relationship with the organisation.

Stakeholders are defined as those
people who are interested and affected
by our business as well as those who
have a material influence on our ability to
create value.
We have undertaken an inclusive
stakeholder review process with the
primary objective of improving
relationships by becoming proactive in
our approach to building relationships.
This process involved:
●● Identifying all stakeholders
●● Prioritising stakeholders according to
our impacts on them and the nature
of the relationship
●● Determining their level of influence on
the business
●● Mapping each stakeholder against a
designated champion or responsible
executive
●● Defining the method of engagement
and identifying potential opportunities
to grow and sustain the relationship
●● Establishing a tool for monitoring and
evaluating relations in order to take

proactive measures to improve these
where they are found lacking
The process identified six priority
stakeholder groups in Zone 1 for
immediate intervention, informed by the
nature of the current relationship and the
effectiveness of existing engagement
structures. This remains an area of
critical focus and requires due care and
responsiveness to build better
relationships. Each stakeholder is
allocated a responsible executive or
champion to manage the relationship
with the organisation as outlined in the
table alongside.
Responsibilities are sub-delegated by
each executive to specialist personnel
and operational executives depending
on the nature of the issues. Quarterly
stakeholder engagement meetings
where operational executives and group
champions meet to discuss and identify
material issues were initiated in the

previous reporting period. Part of the
agenda is to:
●● Identify key stakeholder issues;
●● Highlight potential risks; and
●● Develop appropriate action and
responses.
Action items following from this process
have been populated into the risk
management system and allocated to a
responsible person, thus ensuring that
stakeholder actions and responses are
managed on a continuous basis and are
accessible to the entire executive team
for oversight.
Zone 2 stakeholders have existing and
mature engagement structures with
strong influence and impact on our
business, as such our objectives are to
further build on these relationships. Zone
3 stakeholders have existing and mature
engagement structures, but have less
influence/impact on our business, as
such our objectives are to sustain our
relationship.
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Quarterly stakeholder engagement meetings, where operational
executives and group champions meet to discuss and identify
material issues, were initiated.

Zone 1

Priority areas

Zone 2

Zone 3

Evolutionary progress

Sustain process

Employees

Media and analysts

Competitors

Group executive – People

Group executive –
Corporate affairs

Chief executive officer

Unions

Board

Group executive – People

Chief executive officer

Communities

Emergency services
Group executive –
Health and safety

Chief executive –
Operations

Business partners

Civil society

Chief financial officer

Group executive –
Corporate affairs

Government

Industry and
business forums

Chief executive officer

Chief executive officer

Shareholders
and investment
community

Banks and financial
institutions

Chief executive officer
Chief financial officer

Suppliers
Chief financial officer

Chief financial officer

Business analysts
Group executive –
Corporate affairs

Customers
Group executive –
Marketing and refining

Priority area   

Evolutionary progress   

Influenced by progress in Zone 1

NGOs
Group executive –
Corporate affairs

Universities and
R & D institutions
Group executive –
Technical services
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Responding to stakeholder interests
Implats has a range of stakeholders, with varying degrees of influence on the Company and on our ability to create value. While we
recognise that all stakeholders are important, we have prioritised our strategic relationships with employees and unions, local
communities, government, suppliers, customers and shareholders and the investment community, each of whom has a material
bearing on the success of our business. Some stakeholders are engaged at various forums and structures, which have been

Stakeholders

Nature of engagement

Material issues raised

Employees

●●
●●
●●
●●

Direct and internal communication
Engagement with trade unions
Workplace forums
Future forum meetings

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Trade unions

●●
●●
●●
●●

Internal communication
Collective bargaining units
Branch committees
Chamber of Mines

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Traditional
council, local
land owners and
local
communities

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Government

●●
●●

Municipal forum
Land owners' forums
External communication
Community engagement meetings
Community trust meetings
One-on-one meetings
Presidential framework
Meetings with officials from local, provincial and
national government
Compliance visits from government
Chamber of Mines Parliament Portfolio committee
Mining Industry Growth, Development and
Employment Task Team (MIGDETT)

Tender and contract processes
Supplier forums
One-on-one meetings
Press releases
One-on-one interviews (radio, TV and print media)
Social media (Twitter and Facebook)
Operational visits
Results presentation
Operational visits
Road shows
Results presentations
Investor conferences
One-on-one appointments

●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

Suppliers

●●
●●
●●

Media

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Shareholders,
analysts and
investment
community

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Advocacy groups

●●
●●
●●

Stakeholder liaison meetings
One-on-one meetings
Surveys, hotlines and publications

●●
●●
●●
●●

Customers

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

Chamber of
Mines (CoM)
Producer and
industry forums

●●

Industry forums
One-on-one meetings
Customer feedback
Reputation surveys
Contribute to CoM meetings (at CEO and working
group level)
Strategy meetings
Industry interest group meetings

●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

Safety and health performance and initiatives
Conditions of employment
Voluntary packages and retrenchments
Progress with transformation
Production and financial performance
Job grading and career progression
Social and labour plans
Living wage
Conditions of employment
Voluntary packages and retrenchments
Union recognition
Safety
Transformation
Housing and living conditions
Employment and procurement opportunities
Enterprise development
Infrastructure development
Health and social facilities
Environmental impacts and property damage
Nature of engagement structures
Labour relations
Safety (accidents and stoppages)
Progress with transformation (SA) and
indigenisation (Zimbabwe)
Progress and compliance with social and labour
plans (SA)
Community investments and engagements
Environmental compliance
Mining Charter review
Operation Phakisa
National Development Plan
Presidential Framework obligations
Conditions of contracts
Review of contractor operating standards in line
with Implats policy and standard
All of the above issues

Future metal prices, and PGM supply and
demand dynamics
Industrial relations, climate and wage negotiations
Ability to control costs and production
Political and policy uncertainty in South Africa and
Zimbabwe
Capex programme
HSE and operational performance
Ensuring greater community benefit
Improved labour relations
Environmental impacts
Greater transparency
Effective delivery against terms
Long-term pricing
PGM above ground stock
Contribution to industry positioning and lobbying
activities
Policy uncertainty
Sector reputational challenges
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established on a periodic basis and are supported by a charter, while others are met through ad hoc arrangements as and when
necessary. The following table outlines the engagements for the 2016 financial year, and the material issues raised by each
stakeholder group

Our response

Reference

●●
●●
●●
●●

Collaborative engagements to find solutions to issues of concern
Undertaking a culture survey
Reviewing internal incentive systems
Team mobilisation

●●

Continuing focus throughout the year on engaging with union representatives as part of our drive for establishing
a new labour and employee relations environment that fosters open, honest and effective communication. A key
focus this year has been on the wage negotiations process, the first in three years

Pages 55 to 57

●●

The responsible executive at each operation seeks to address issues of concern to the community. Information on
our performance on material issues is provided at our mine community leadership engagement forums (MCLEFs),
particularly on employment, procurement, infrastructure development, environmental issues and health

Pages 64 to 79

●●

Implats engages constructively with national, provincial and local government and political leaders at all levels,
both as a company and through industry representative bodies (such as the Chamber of Mines) on these
material issues

●●

We have clear principles that guide the selection and use of reputable contractors with the right skills and values
systems to do specific tasks that the business is not able to do

●●

Media releases are released throughout the year on our website, updating the public on all material issues affecting
the Company

●●

Investor concerns and queries are addressed in our regular investor engagements

●●

Engage with and respond to various stakeholder groups as appropriate

●●

Track and respond to customer feedback. Keeping customers informed of any possible supply disruptions due
to industrial action

●●

Joined the Chamber in July 2012 and have contributed actively to various initiatives including in particular the
drafting of the framework agreement for a sustainable mining industry
Ongoing cost pressures within the PGM sector industry resulted in the formation of a platinum CEOs forum,
handled through the CoM

●●

Page 55

Pages 80, 98
to 109

Page 33

Pages 16 to 19

Pages 16 to
19, page 67
Pages 16 to 19

Pages 80, 98
to 109
Pages 16 and
17

OUR APPROACH TO
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Identifying our material sustainability focus areas
Implats’ risk management process sets out to achieve an
appropriate balance between minimising the risks associated
with any business activity and maximising the potential reward.
We identify our strategic business objectives, and our material sustainability focus areas, through our structured internal risk
management process, and with consideration to the views and interests of our stakeholders.

Our risk assessment and management process
Implats’ risk management process sets out to achieve an appropriate balance between minimising the risks associated with any
business activity and maximising the potential reward. This process enables the board and senior managers to take decisions
regarding the possible trade-off between risk and reward, and assists them to identify and pursue appropriate strategic growth
opportunities informed by the Group’s risk appetite and risk tolerance levels.

Internal
stakeholder
issues

Risk identification
and materiality

Macroeconomic
issues

Exco deliberation and confirmation
Board ratification

External
stakeholder
issues

OUR APPROACH TO
CREATING VALUE

Our risk management process
comprises the following
steps:
●●

●●

●●

●●

Establishing the context: We
consider the nature of the external
operating context (page 16) and the
views and interests of our
stakeholders (page 20)
Identifying the risk: We establish
both the source and cause of the risk
and evaluate all possible
consequences (see Integrated Annual
Report)
Analysing and evaluating the risk:
We identify and assess what this
means for the achievement of our
objectives, determine the risk rating
(by severity, exposure and frequency),
identify the controls (both existing or
new) and prioritise the risks
Treating the risk: We consider all
options to establish the most
appropriate response for each
identified risk

Arising from this process, that is wholly
aligned to ISO 31000, we identify a set
of objective-based risk assessments
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(ORAs) that cover approximately 60 of
the most important aspects of the
Implats business. Each identified risk, as
well as its associated controls, has a
clearly defined line management owner.
This process is repeated and reviewed
regularly, ensuring that the information
remains relevant. All information is
captured into the Group risk repository
system that informs the Group risk
profile. The Group risk profile is
presented on a monthly basis to the
Exco. Each business unit takes full
ownership for their respective risk
profiles, and these are discussed and
debated at various operational reviews
on a continuous basis. The Group
strategic risks are discussed at Exco on
a regular basis for relevance, input and
update. This approach allows for robust
discussion regarding the materiality of
the risk, its likely impact on the business
in the short, medium and long term, and
the necessary risk mitigation measures.
While it is fully acknowledged that the
board is responsible for risk
management at Implats, risk
management is seen to be pervasive

throughout the organisation. While risk is
used to drive the agenda of each of the
Board sub-committees, the oversight of
the risk management process and
system lies with the health, safety,
environment and risk committee (HSER),
while each board sub-committee takes
ownership of the risks relevant to it.
This process culminates in the
identification of a prioritised set of Group
strategic risks (see page 24). Collectively,
these risks, along with the outcomes of
our internal and external stakeholder
engagement activities, and our
assessment of market fundamentals, are
used to identify our material
sustainability-related issues. These
issues are prioritised in terms of their
impact both on the organisation and on
our key stakeholders. They inform the
nature of our Group strategy (page 27),
as well as the performance issues for
monitoring and reporting.

OUR APPROACH TO
CREATING VALUE
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Identifying our material sustainability focus areas
Classification of Group strategic risks – June 2016
This year the Group risk profile identified the following top 10 priority risks:

Group
strategic risk
Depressed PGM
basket prices

Non-delivery of
production and
productivity targets at
Impala Rustenburg

Context
The current weakness in the PGM basket price remains a concern and is unsustainable in the
medium to long term. Factors driving this include: reduced economic growth in China; reduced
Japanese car sales following 2014 sales tax hike; investors, who are generally negative
commodities, have liquidated EFT holdings to satisfy both platinum and palladium market
fundamental deficits.
Short-term challenges include:
ramping up to full production;
●● maintaining our ability to achieve completion of the mining cycle;
●● speeding up the establishment of face length in new mining areas; and
●● ensuring increased productivity.
●●

A significant
deterioration in safety
performance

Safety is the primary priority for the Implats leadership. The increase in the number of fatalities is
unacceptable. Mine safety is receiving high priority at a national political level and any significant
deterioration in performance carries significant risk.

Revenue impact of
Section 54 safety
stoppages by the DMR

The 80 Section 54 stoppages in 2016 are deemed to have cost Impala Rustenburg and Marula
approximately R1 394 million in direct forgone revenue during FY2016. The indirect cost of these
stoppages in terms of management time and start-up difficulties are of a similar magnitude.

Weak cash flows and
balance sheet
constraints (liquidity)

Implats is currently operating in a cash constrained mode, as are our peers.

The security of supply
of water in South
Africa

As an intensive water user, Implats is exposed to risks relating to: reduced water availability;
continuing uncertainty in the existing policy environment; the declining state of existing water
infrastructure; and the related socio-economic impacts on neighbouring communities.

Employee relations
climate

Our response plan to conserve cash has regrettably resulted in some job losses. A Section 189
notice has been served on the Rustenburg operations. Our aim is to reconnect with our employees
– allowing managers and supervisors to retain this space by training/empowering them to resolve
problems as fast as possible at every level. We need to sustain the current relationship through the
imminent wage negotiation process, local government elections, and election of shop stewards.

Unavailability of secure
and reliable power at
Zimplats

Unavailability of reliable and secure power from ZESA to meet company operational and growth
requirements or alternatively failure to ensure a stable power supply to operations, both on a
short-term and long-term basis, compounded by current low water levels and insecurity of Kariba
Dam wall.

Excessive taxation and
levies at the
Zimbabwean
operations

There is an exposure to high taxation as a result of the unique Zimplats taxation, particularly the
special mining lease (SML). There are multiple and sometimes conflicting interpretations of this piece
of taxation legislation, giving rise to taxation risks.

The security of supply
of electricity in South
Africa

In South Africa, the electricity supply industry is dominated by Eskom, which owns and operates the
transmission grid. Eskom has a net installed generation capacity of 42 000MW. Given planned and
unplanned outages it is able to bring a maximum of 36 000MW on line at present. Sixty percent of
the generating capacity is beyond the 30 years design life.

OUR APPROACH TO
CREATING VALUE
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Our response measures

Strategy

Understanding the future demand for our products, and
corresponding industry supply-side profile.
Scanning the environment for technological advances that may affect
the demand for Implats’ products (substitution).
Instituting appropriate responses where possible.

●●

Maintaining prudent investment
through the cycle

Page 10, 11
and 79 – 81
Integrated
Annual Report
(IAR)

Implementing initiatives relating to: mechanised off-reef development,
management of critical spares, detailed work procedures, team
mobilisation, training, mine planning protocols, production planning,
quality mining and visible felt leadership.

●●

Improve efficiencies through
operational excellence and safe
production

Page 10, 11
and 79 – 81
IAR

Strong strategic commitment to develop an appropriate safety culture,
driven through initiatives relating to people, practices and the physical
environment.

●●

Improve efficiencies operational
excellence and safe production

Page 38

Rigorous interrogation of the impact of Section 54s, along with
participation in the initiative by the Chamber of Mines.
Strong commitment to training of management, as well as to
incentivise safe working conditions.

●●

Improve efficiencies through
operational excellence and safe
production

Page 44

Proactive and rigorous review of the short and long-term business
planning process and parameters, together with ensuring that
appropriate funding is available or in place.

●●

Maintaining optionality and position
for the future
●● Cash conservation

Page 10, 11
and 79 – 81
IAR

Promoting water stewardship and security through effective
implementation of water conservation and management initiatives, in
terms of our revised water strategy.

●●

Improve efficiencies through
operational excellence and safe
production
●● Maintain social licence to operate

Page 86

Striving to provide an enabling work environment that fosters open,
honest and effective relations between management, employees and
elected union representatives, with an emphasis on developing direct
communication with employees, people leadership and team
mobilisation, and our respect and care initiative.
Engaging with various government departments directly, working with
the Chamber of Mines and labour representatives to find sustainable
solutions to industrial relations challenges in the country.

●●

Improve efficiencies through
operational excellence and safe
production

Page 55

Maintaining regular contact with ZESA.
Ensuring appropriate contingency plans in place.
Implementing initiatives to reduce energy consumption.

●●

Improve efficiencies through
operational excellence and safe
production

Pages 89 – 91

Ensuring compliance through external tax audits and the use of
specialist tax advisory services.
Strong commitment to tax training and awareness, resolution of
historical tax matters and the tax risk management framework.
Engagement with tax authorities to discuss prospective transaction
and resolution of historic tax matters.

●●

Cash conservation

Page 10, 11
and 79 – 81
IAR

Maintaining regular contact with Eskom to ensure we are aware of any
situation that may affect us.
Ensuring appropriate emergency evacuation plans.
Implementing initiatives to reduce energy consumption.

●●

Improve efficiencies through
operational excellence and safe
production
●● Cash conservation

Reference

Pages 89 – 91
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Our material sustainability focus areas
For the purposes of our sustainability
disclosure and management approach,
we have identified three material
sustainability focus areas and an
associated set of material issues.

Our materiality process
These focus areas and issues were
identified through an externally facilitated
materiality process that involved the
input of senior management
representatives and corporate
sustainability practitioners and the
subsequent sign off by the social,
transformation and remuneration (STR)
committee. The structured process of
identifying the material focus areas and
issues involved a consideration of:
●● Implats’ approach to creating value
(page 8)
●● An assessment of our most significant
impacts on human, social and natural
capital (pages 8 to 15)
●● The impacts of the challenging
business context (page 16)

●●

●●

●●

The material interests and concerns
of our key stakeholders (page 20)
The findings of the Group risk process
(page 24)
The GRI’s G4 Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines (GRI Table available online)

Our material sustainability
focus areas and issues
Through this process we agreed the
following material sustainability focus
areas and issues:
●● Safe and effective people who
respect and care
–– Employee and contractor safety
–– Health and well-being
–– Investing in employee relations
–– Attracting, retaining and developing
talent
–– Promoting diversity and
transformation
●● Social capital and licence to operate
–– Our economic and social value
added

●●

–– Investing in community
development in South Africa and
Zimbabwe
–– Accommodation and living
conditions
–– Enterprise development and
procurement
–– Respecting human rights
Conserve natural resources and
mitigate impacts
–– Water stewardship
–– Climate change and energy
management
–– Air quality management
–– Managing our waste
–– Land management and biodiversity

These material focus areas underpin
our Group strategy (page 27). The
performance section of our Sustainable
Development Report has been
structured to reflect these focus areas
and issues.

OUR APPROACH TO
CREATING VALUE
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Our business strategy
Despite Implats’ long-term positive PGM
market view, near-term metal prices
continue to be impacted by available
metal inventories. In this environment
Implats has to be prudent in its strategic
assumptions and ensure it retains
flexibility to take advantage of longerterm PGM prices. Within this context,
the Group has been positioning itself
strategically to conserve cash, while at
the same time restoring and optimising
operational performances and
profitability. Our overarching strategic
outcome targets five key areas:
●● Improving efficiencies/profitability
through operational excellence and
safe production
●● Maintaining our social licence to
operate
●● Maintaining prudent investment
through the cycle
●● Maintaining strategic optionality and
positioning the Group for the future
●● Conserving cash, especially while
metal prices remain depressed

A key aspect is safe production and our
safety strategy introduces a range of
health and safety initiatives, aimed at
achieving zero harm. These initiatives
specifically target critical safety
behaviours and are closely aligned with
agreed industry safety responses.
Given the nature of our business, the
safety, training and well-being of our
workforce is critical to our ability to
create value, as it impacts productivity
and ultimately affects the long-term
sustainability of the business. Our ability
to secure an effective employer/
employee relationship is vital and we
continue to focus on developing our
employee value proposition so that
employees’ personal goals and
aspirations are aligned to the objectives
and deliverables of the organisation. To
this end, we continue with our in-house
team mobilisation programme, which
aims to inculcate respect among team
members and a duty of care to rebuild
relationships and ultimately deliver safe
production. We also continue to invest in
new technology and modernise our
operations where possible in a quest to
consistently deliver production targets
and reach zero harm. This material
sustainability focus area is addressed in
the safe and effective people who
respect and care section of this report
(page 38).

Maintaining operational
excellence and safe
production
Unlocking value at an operational level is
a key part of this strategic response. The
interventions here are specific to each
operation and have targeted measures
to improve mining efficiencies and
reduce operating costs. Delivering
consistent returns through optimised
operations is essential to reward our
stakeholders and ensure their continued
support. Ensuring profitability allows us
to reinvest in our human resources,
motivate our staff and continue to
contribute towards developing
sustainable communities in our areas of
operation.

SOCIAL LICENCE

Maintaining our social licence
to operate
Our business strategy takes cognisance
of the shifting socio-political environment
facing mining companies today and
prioritises targeted employee initiatives
to recapture their hearts and minds and
community initiatives to build a shared
vision and social compact.

The viability of our business is dependent
on us making a meaningful contribution
to the societies in which we operate,
respecting human rights and the
interests of our stakeholders and abiding
by relevant laws and regulations of the
countries in which we operate. Securing
the trust and endorsement of our host
communities and their traditional
representatives is essential to
maintaining our licence to operate. Our
commitment to improving the living
conditions of our employees, through
access to housing, provides an
opportunity for differentiation and
competitive advantage. It represents a
strong business/employee linkage and
serves as the cornerstone of other pillars
of our broader transformation strategy,
such as skills development and
retention, local procurement and
enterprise development. We are
committed to meeting the
transformational objectives in our
countries of operation through the
empowerment of historically
disadvantaged South Africans and the
indigenous people of Zimbabwe. Our
approach to maintaining our social
capital and licence to operate can be
found on page 64 of the report. Implats
also recognises that it creates value
primarily by extracting and refining
natural minerals. To support the
extraction and processing of these
resources we rely on access to land,
water and energy – all of which have a
material impact on the environment and
the communities in which we operate.
We recognise that the supply of these
resources is constrained, resulting in
increased costs of doing business and
greater efforts to address impacts on
communities. We continue to address
security of supply through recycling,

OUR APPROACH TO
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Our business strategy

1. investment through the cycle

2. consistently deliver production
targets

3. improve efficiencies through
operational excellence

reuse and reduction of use initiatives, as
well as actively seeking to minimise
impacts, mitigate risks, minimise the
cost of doing business and address
community sustainability in our areas of
operation. This is demonstrated on
page 84 in the conserving natural
resources and mitigating impacts of our
operations section of the report.

Maintaining prudent
investment through the cycle
1. investment through the cycle

2. consistently deliver production
targets

Long-term sustainable stakeholder value
can be achieved in the platinum industry
only with prudent capital investment
through the cycle, especially as we are
mining an ever-decreasing mineral
resource with long project time lines and
high capital intensity. The right balance
needs to be found between short-term
returns and longer-term sustainability
and growth. Despite the need to
conserve cash while prices remain
depressed, significant capital resources
will still be deployed to sustain future
value creation and maintain strategic
3. improve efficiencies through
operational excellence

4. Cash conservation

SOCIAL LICENCE

5. Maintain our social licence to
operate

6. relentlessly drive the safety of
our people

7.optionality and future positioning..

optionality. Implats will also continue to
explore and remain alert and open to all
value-accretive investment opportunities
that hold the potential to unlock
shareholder value.

Maintaining strategic
optionality and positioning
the Group for the future
Implats aims to reposition and
modernise Impala Rustenburg into a
smaller, more concentrated mining
operation with access to new, modern
shaft complexes, with new Merensky
ore reserves producing at much higher
mining efficiency and lower unit cost.
The Group also aims to improve the
profitability of existing operation through
targeted interventions to improve mining
efficiencies and reduced embedded fixed
costs. Projects requiring significant
capital investment have been deferred to
conserve cash and protect the balance
sheet. Refer to the Implats annual
integrated report 2016 for more details.

Conserving cash, especially
while metal prices remain
depressed
4. Cash conservation

SOCIAL LICENCE

5. Maintain our social licence to
operate

6. relentlessly drive the safety of
our people

The lower-for-longer risk mitigation price
assumptions necessitate a range of
strategic responses, aiming to conserve
cash in the near term, without impacting
long-term value generation needed to
sustain the business. The strategic target
for 2017 is to contain the Group’s
planned capital spend to R4.4 billion.
7.optionality and future positioning..

Despite the constrained capital, the
Group’s ability to fund the business and
generate free cash flow is principally
determined by operational performance
and metal prices. To navigate through a
difficult period where US dollar PGM
prices could remain depressed in the
near term, cognisance has been taken of
the strategic imperative to balance
shareholder returns, long-term growth
and balance sheet flexibility. This is
addressed in detail in the integrated
report 2016.
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Implats is committed to maintaining the highest standards of good governance in order to
promote quality decision-making and the execution of these decisions within a disciplined
framework of policies, procedures and authorities.

Our governance
and management
approach

OUR GOVERNANCE AND
MANAGEMENT APPROACH
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Our sustainable development management approach
At board level, sustainable development issues are addressed
through the social, transformation and remuneration (STR)
committee.
Our management approach
We have a structured and systematic
approach to managing our most material
societal issues and to address the
material sustainability issues of interest
to our priority stakeholders.
At board level, sustainability issues are
addressed through the social,
transformation and remuneration (STR)
committee and the health, safety,
environment and risk (HSER) committee.
●● The STR committee, chaired by
Ms Mpho Nkeli, an independent
non-executive director, is responsible
for the Group’s activities relating to:
social and economic development;
transformation; the environment,
health and public safety; consumer
relationships; labour and employment
issues; and remuneration.
●● The HSER committee, chaired by
Alastair Macfarlane, an independent
non-executive director, guides
strategy, assesses the adequacy and
appropriateness of HSER policies,
standards and procedures and
reviews Group-wide performance and
risk management practices quarterly.
The committee also investigates and
reviews all major incidences and
fatalities.
●● The audit committee, chaired by
Hugh Cameron, an independent
non-executive director, oversees the
appointment of the assurance

provider for non-financial performance
each year. The results are presented
to the committee with the necessary
recommendations and action.
A more detailed review of the
composition and activities of these board
committees is provided in our Integrated
Annual Report.
At an executive level, sustainable
development falls under the responsibility
of the executive committee (Exco), which
is responsible for reviewing performance
in terms of the Group’s non-financial
indicators. The Group Sustainable
Development Forum assists the Exco on
sustainability-related issues. The forum
comprises a multi-disciplinary team that
meets quarterly with the following
principal objectives:
●● Identify material sustainability issues
that have an impact on the business
and devise appropriate strategic
responses to these issues;
●● Align strategic interventions to the
global, national and industry agenda
concerning sustainable development
such as the NDP and the Framework
Agreement for a Sustainable Mining
Industry;
●● Ensure compliance with relevant
regulatory statutes in countries of
operation such as South Africa’s
Mining Charter and Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment Act,
and Zimbabwe’s National

●●

Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment Plan; and
Ensure the organisation maintains
its social licence to operate in host
countries by advancing social
transformation and upliftment in
affected communities.

Sustainability objectives form part of the
key performance indicators (KPIs)
against which Implats’ management
and executives are measured and
remunerated. Details on these KPIs and
their implications for the executive are
provided in our Integrated Annual
Report.

People management
Management of our employees is
headed up by a dedicated Group
executive reporting to the CEO. The
scope of work includes remuneration,
human resource development, talent
management and employment equity.
Group policies and procedures on
people management issues are
established at corporate level and apply
at our operations. Our policies and
procedures are aimed at contributing to
sound employee relations, attracting and
retaining talent and ensuring the
continuous development of our
employees, while offering opportunities
for career progression with a particular
emphasis within our South African
operations on historically disadvantaged
South Africans (HDSAs).

OUR GOVERNANCE AND
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Each operation has a transformation
committee comprising representatives
from management, unions and women,
as well as various other stakeholder
groups who contribute to overseeing
and advancing transformation at each
operation. The operational committees
report to the Group STR committee. Our
operations also have community forums,
at which issues of concern to local
communities – such as employment
opportunities, procurement and health,
safety and environmental performance
– are discussed. Issues arising from
these community forums are relayed to
the operational committee and,
ultimately, to the Exco. These are
elevated to the STR committee quarterly
and to the board as required.

Managing health, safety and
environmental (HSE) issues
Group and site-specific HSE policies,
procedures and standards are in place
to ensure compliance with legislative
requirements and support our vision of
zero harm. Responsibility for
implementing HSE policies and
procedures rests with line management.
All operations submit quarterly
performance reports to the boardappointed HSER committee. Group and
operational level HSE specialists support
line management to implement the
strategy and to monitor and manage
performance.
The Group’s environmental team has
close links with operational and project
management and is involved in due
diligence exercises in connection with
acquisitions and the development of
strategic initiatives. Policy
implementation is enhanced by our
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commitment to maintaining ISO 14001
certification for our environmental
management systems. Regular
compliance audits are conducted by
the Group’s internal auditors and the
external auditor. All of the Group’s
operations are now ISO 14001 certified,
aside from Marula, which is undergoing
the certification process after being
declined recertification due to a repeat
major non-conformance. Implementation
of the revised version of ISO 14001
published in September 2015 is in
progress, with recertification at our
operations to be undertaken before
September 2018.
In addition to the ISO 14001 certification,
the refineries are signatories to
Responsible Care® and retained their
certification. Responsible Care® is the
chemical industry’s global voluntary
initiative under which companies,
through national associations such as
the Chemical and Allied Industries
Association (CAIA) in South Africa, work
together to improve and communicate
HSE performances.

Managing our investments in
socio-economic development
The sustainable development
department at Impala Rustenburg
manages the socio-economic
development initiatives in our South
African operations. A technical team is
responsible for implementing the
projects, working with the stakeholder
engagement department. We identify
community projects based on a needs
analysis, undertaken in consultation with
stakeholder representatives from
communities, local government and
employees. The sustainable

development project steering committee
reviews the proposed projects after due
diligence. Once approved by the project
steering committee, the projects are
recommended to the Group’s executive
committee, a multi-disciplinary
executive-level management team that
evaluates the merits of investing in each
project. In Zimbabwe, sustainable
development initiatives are implemented
and managed by the stakeholder
engagement executive supported by
technical personnel from the operations.
Each year an independent audit is
conducted on selected social projects,
based on the financial, legal and
reputational risk as well as to determine
impact, progress and potential remedial
action where a project faces possible
failure. A summary of this can be found
on page 68.

Managing contractors and
suppliers
We strive as far as possible to source all
goods and services within the country of
operation, with a particular emphasis on
local suppliers defined as tier 1, 2 and 3
based on their proximity to the
operations in South Africa. Tier 1
suppliers are those from directly and
indirectly affected communities
(Bafokeng Villages, Freedom Park,
Seraleng and Meriting, in Rustenburg,
and the Four-farms area in Burgersfort).
Tier 2 suppliers are within the local
municipality around the operations
while tier 3 suppliers are those within the
areas surrounding the local municipality.
In Zimbabwe, local suppliers are those
within the country of operation. Local
procurement is advanced through
enterprise development initiatives as
described on pages 74 to 76 and
page 79.

OUR GOVERNANCE AND
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Our sustainable development management approach
Our contractor strategy defines the
principles that guide the engagement of
reputable contractor companies with the
right skills and value systems to
undertake specific tasks we are unable
to do ourselves. All contractors and
suppliers are appraised of our policies
and business practices and are
expected, as a minimum, to abide by
these principles in their business
conduct and practices at all our
operations. The strategy has been

structured into two phases. The first
phase uses our training and recruitment
resources to ensure all contracting
employees are vetted and assessed
according to our own internal standards.
The second phase interrogates each
contracting company and the work they
do for us. We have completed detailed
assessments with the assistance of an
external specialist and will, over time,
effect the required change. In the short
term we are planning to in-source all

development mining, ventilation
construction and sweeping and vamping
services.
We will continue to focus our attention
on suppliers’ B-BBEE certificates and
prompting suppliers well in advance of
their expiry dates. Penalties on annual
increases will continue to be levied on
untransformed suppliers. During the
year, no services of suppliers were
terminated.
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Promoting ethics and good governance
Our fraud, corruption and whistleblowing policy applies to all
employees, suppliers and contractors in a business relationship
with Implats.
The Implats board assumes overall
responsibility for the effectiveness of
internal controls, risk management and
governance and for ensuring our
business objectives are met. We are
committed to promoting the highest
standard of corporate governance and
to ensuring our practices are aligned
with the expectations of the King Code
of Governance for South Africa 2009
(King III).
We maintain a zero tolerance stance on
fraud, corruption, misconduct or
dishonesty. We expect all our
employees, business partners,
contractors and associates to conduct
themselves according to the recently
revised and board-approved Implats
code of ethics and our fraud, corruption
and whistleblowing policy.
The code of ethics addresses issues
relating to conflict of interest, the
prevention of dissemination of Company
information, the acceptance of donations
and gifts and the protection of the
Company’s intellectual property and
patent rights. It also describes the

disciplinary action – including dismissal
or prosecution – that is taken in the
event of any contravention of the code.
A communication plan for the revised
code, including training material, is being
rolled out to operations.
Our fraud, corruption and whistleblowing
policy applies to all employees, suppliers
and contractors in a business
relationship with Implats. The policy
highlights our commitment to creating an
environment that encourages an
anti-fraud and anti-corruption culture,
informed by our organisational core
values and our respect for open and
honest communication.
The executives and line management are
responsible and accountable for the
implementation of the code, the policy
and the associated procedures. The
board has delegated oversight of the
code, policy and procedures to the STR
committee.
We have established a toll-free helpline
to facilitate the confidential reporting of
alleged incidents. This year, 61 cases

were reported across the Group, 48% of
which were from the South African
operation, 48% from the Zimplats
operation and the remaining 4% from
the Mimosa operation. This reflects a
40% reduction from last year’s figure.
The founded cases increased from 34%
of total cases last year to 39% of total
cases this year. Of the 61 cases reported
and investigated this year, six were
conflict of interest and corruption;
22 were fraud and theft and 23 related
to misconduct and other irregularities.
There were no BEE fronting cases this
year. The status on the 61 cases referred
to above is as follows:
●● 16 are still pending;
●● 21 were unfounded; and
●● 24 were founded.
In keeping with our zero tolerance
stance on fraud and corruption, 16 of
the 24 founded cases led to appropriate
disciplinary action being taken against
the parties involved; as a result 14 of
these cases receiving a guilty outcome,
eight cases did not warrant disciplinary
action and the remaining two are still
in process.

The table below provides the classification of the allegations and outcomes in each category:

Number of fraud/ethics-related cases reported Group-wide in the 2016 financial year
Investigation
pending

Allegations
unfounded

Allegations
founded

Total

BEE fronting

0

0

0

0

Conflict of interest and corruption

5

7

4

16

Fraud and theft

5

6

11

22

Misconduct and other

6

8

9

23

16

21

24

61

Nature of allegation

Total

